
2019-Rules of Golf. 
13 main changes. 
 
1. Drop from knee height (= the height from the knee to the ground when standing 

in upright position)! 
2. Searching time is reduced from 5 to 3 minutes. 
3. When taking relief, you are always allowed to substitute another ball (no matter if 

it is relief with penalty or relief without penalty). 
4. The water hazard Rules have been changed: 

4.1. Now it is called a “Penalty Area” (which also can be desert, dense wood etc.). 
4.2. All specific prohibitions have been repealed (OK to ground, OK to touch the 

water, OK to remove leaves etc.). 
4.3. As a starting point all penalty areas are red. 
4.4. You no longer have the option to drop on the other side of the penalty area 

(unless introduced in a Local Rule). 
4.5. The procedure for “back-on-the-line” relief has been changed: 1) Choose a 

spot on the line, 2) place e.g. a tee on this spot and then 3) drop within one 
club-length of this spot, not nearer the hole.  

5. A new playing form has been introduced: “Maximum Score”, where the Club for 
example can decide that the highest score at a hole is 8 or net double bogey. 

6. Out of bounds: A club can introduce a new Local Rule giving players the option 
to drop ahead e.g. on the fairway with a two-stroke penalty, when the ball is out of 
bounds! 

7. Lost ball: A club can introduce a new Local Rule giving players the option to 
drop ahead e.g. on the fairway with a two-stroke penalty, when the ball is lost e.g. 
in some rough! 
Please note that the Oak Creek and Enterprise leagues will not be 
instituting Local Rules #6 and #7 and instead will be encouraging playing a 
provisional ball when the ball might be lost or out of bounds.   

8. A number of penalties have been repealed, hereunder: 
8.1. ... double-hit. 
8.2. ... removing leaves etc. from a bunker/ a penalty area.  
8.3. ... hole out from the putting green with the flagstick in the hole. 
8.4. ... when accidentally moving your ball during search. 
8.5. ... strike yourself or your bag in a stroke. 

9. The Rules for unplayable ball are changed: 
9.1. The procedure for “Back-on-the-line” relief in a bunker has been changed: 1) 

Choose a spot on the line, 2) place e.g. a tee on this spot and then 3) drop 
within one club-length of this spot, not nearer the hole. 

9.2. New option: When the ball lies in the bunker, you can with a two-stroke 
penalty drop outside the bunker using “back-on-the-line” relief option – same 
procedure as 9.1. 



10. A “club-length” is deemed to be the length of the longest club you brought, 
except the putter – no matter which club you actually use to measure with! 

11. Putting green: 
11.1. You are allowed to repair spike marks. 
11.2. Ball lying against flagstick in the hole: The ball is holed if any part of the 

ball is under the surface. 
12. Embedded ball: You can now also take relief without penalty e.g. in the rough 

when your ball is embedded in its own pitch-mark (unless the club has introduced 
a Local Rule only allowing relief in closely mown areas). 

13. You don’t have to inform your fellow player anymore when lifting the ball, e.g. 
to identify it or to see if it is damaged.  

 


